tion of optimized FORTRAN programs possible.
i. Introduction
The pleasant variety of substitution facilities and flags for controlling output style in REDUCE 2 [6] are largely due to its former life as special purpose package for doing computations in high energy physics [4] . Local changes in displayed or printed expressions are not only discouraged by a possible discrepancy between external form and internal representation but also by the limited possibilities to accomplish this with the COEFF-routine. Yet, being able to interactively dismantle and/or modify presented output can be quite instrumental for a better understanding of the problem currently being studied. Substitution is of course in general more complicated than just modifying output (see for instance [5, 3, 8, 2, 11, 16 ,1]).
However, creating the possibility of user controlled deprival of past and future of a presented expression, delivers a carte blanche for mimicking it. Such an "unconditional surrender" can easily be embodied in REDUCE 2, once its output mechanism is understood. The internal representation of the expression, a so called standard quotient [12] , is employed, subject to the current output controlling flag configuration, to temporarily construct a prefix expression, named !*OUTP, which is actually used to produce the output in the normal mathematical infix notation. Hence capturing !*OUTP is a harmless intervention, delivering a simple "hands on'" instrument to dismantle, analyze or modify presented output. This is, for instance, possible by associating it with a global variable, say !*OUTP!*, via a special flag. An alternative is to store it on the property list of a user chosen identifier. Both possibilities are implemented. Once having this hard-copy the substitution problem is in fact reduced to text-editing. Since this editing is achieved by operating on a prefix expression the modified expression, or selected portions of it, can easily be printed or displayed or assigned to a variable via the normal REDUCE 2 mechanisms [12] . The implemented facilities, which can be considered as an extension of the algebraic mode, can be used in combination with the already available routines for code optimization [17, 7, 15] , for instance to interactively construct optimized FORTRAN programs.
In section 2 a description of the expression analysis commands is given. These facilities are illustrated in section 3 via a sample session.
Hearn's problem of substitution [5] is reconsidered in section 4. In section 5 the code and its structure are shortly discussed.
Description of the expression analysis commands
We distinguish between control-, analysis-, selection-, localization-and replacement commands.
Special read-commands, associated with the different expression analysis commands, cause these latter commands to be translated into proper procedure calls, allowing either to return NIL or a special meaningful value as a side effect of the procedure-execution.
Before describing the syntactic construction of the commands and their semantic effect we introduce some name and syntax conventions. In subsection 2.8 an additional number of error messages and warnings is listed. Such a user constructed sequence defines which part of an exp is subjected to user actions, e.g. T(1), F(1), A(2) stands for the second argument of the first factor of the first term.
Syntax conventions
An expression analysis command has a name in brackets < .... > by which it is known and is defined by what follows the metasymbol ::= . Each command definition consists of one or more "alterna- The following subsections are Used to introduce and discuss these alternatives. The LOWPOW-eommand is similarly defined. Error messages are given when the ilst is omitted or when one of its elements is out of range, i.e.
when it is greater than the NARGS of the corresponding slst in the form part, for instance. When this slst portion or the expression itself is an atom or does not exist this is also reported by an error message.
The commands SELEX and SELCEX provide the possibility to extract portions of an expression, say A monomial m2 is a subexpression of a monomial ml if m2 divides ml exactly. Hence expx2*expy 2 is a subexpression of expx2*expy 3 but not of expx3*expy. These restrictions imply that output presented by using a DIV and/or a RAT-flag causes ambiguity.
The use of a from part limits the SELEX and SELCEX activities to the corresponding slst part of the complete expression, again assuming that MINUS is a unary operator which have to be taken into account explicitiy.
Extending these commands also with a name part causes the n different terms of exp2 to be assigned to the specified opid of this name part and this number n to be returned. The required ilst is assumed to be i, 2, ...,n. Again it is the user's reponsibility to vizualize this list of coefficients Error messages are produced when the [slstpart of the] expression does not exist or is an atom.
The command SELPOWS sexp NAME opidf; can be used to collect all possible powers of sexp, occuring in the expression currently being analysed, using the opid-mechanism. The number of powers, which is found, is returned. It requires an additional user action to print or display this list of powers. Again it ought to be mentioned that we tried to create fast facilities. The just described limitations can hardly be qualified as unbearable. A two stage replacement easily allows to accomplish the user desired form.
Error messages and warnings
When ???? appears in the description of an error message some output dependent information is meant, and also typed, when occurring in (for sets of multivariate polynomials) are certainly worthwhile. We mainly reconsidered Hearn's "problem" to emphasize, that in our opinion, both expression analysis and code optimization are in principle on line instruments, which are mainly profitable when working in a problem structure preserving way. 41 4 2 2 2 (2*M *( -PROPi*PR*RS + PROPi*PR*RT + 2*PR *RS + 2*PR *RT + 2*PR*RS -7*PR*RS*RT -PR*RS*PROP2 + 2* 2 PR*RS*PS + 2*PR*RS*PT + 2*PR*RS*QT + 2~PR*RS*QS + 2*PR*RS*QR + 5*PR*RT + PR*RT*PROP2 -2*PR* 2 2 RT*PS -2*PR*RT*PT -2*PR*RT*QT -2*PR*RT*QS + 2*PR*RT*QR + 3*RS *RT + 2*RS*RT + 3*RS*RT~QR Since the package is completely written in Standard LISP [9] it is fully portable. Once the package is installed and compiled the instruction FLOAD SEL; suffices for a user to make it operational. However, the restriction has of course to be made that the command CODOPTSEL is useless without having installed and compiled the Code Optimizer [15] . A user can obtain extra information about the use of the package by typing in SELCT.HLP;. The complete code and the text provided via the SELCT.HLP is given in [18] .
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